
CIRCUITO INTERNAZIONALE VITERBO 

Rules to use the track with private vehicles. 

 

The Circuit accepts the following vehicles: 

 Kart/Supermoto/Scooter/Minigp/Ohvale/Pitbike/Moto Velocità/Moto Stradali/Naked, 

besides from track/rally cars. All vehicles previously mentioned must count on the homologation 
even if that’s expired, but in good conditions.  

 The access with road vehicles it is allowed just in the case of private events authorized by 
the Vit Motorsport Srl.  

 

Mandatory Accessories:  

-KART: Front and rear plastic bumpers (as per current regulations), safety wire on the brake 
pedal and fluid recovery.  

- Two wheels: liquid recovery under plastic or Teflon footrest. In the case of street or naked bikes, it 
is necessary to remove the protruding parts (mirror, arrows) and to put adhesive tape on the lights.  

- Track/rally car: rollbar, fire extinguisher, specific safety belts.  

 

 Vehicles without homologation are not allowed or if they are modified in a way that they do 
not follow the competent regulations (FMI-ACI / ACI SPORT / ASI).  

 

 To ride on track with the own vehicle, it is imperative to wear adequate clothes that 
complies with the national regulations of the competent federations, included in the current 
yearbooks (ACI/CSAI-FMI). With the exceptions of private events with road cars authorized 
by Vit Motorsport Srl, without prejudice to the obligation to use a car helmet with a valid 
homologation. To access the facilities and ride on track with your own vehicle, it is necessary 
to discharge the responsibility and show the license.  

 

 It is mandatory to have a license (amateur or competitive) issued by the competitive bodies, 
ACI SPORT – ASI (cars and karts), FMI – ASI (two wheels). 

 



Only the possession of these licenses gives the right to personal sports /insurancce coverage as 
provided by the Federations themselves for training and competitions on homologated tracks.  

 

Behavioral rules:  

 

1. Arrival: go to the ticket office, show your license and fillo in the daily liability discharge, 
make the payment for the track rental (full day, morning, afternoon or evening -this varies 
at the discretion of the management), collect the coupon access that must be applied and 
visible at the front of your vehicle.  

Minors access to the track: a parent or a parental authority must be present carrying the identity 
document (child and parental authority). A copy of the document can be also sent in advance via 
email (info@circuitointernazionaleviterbo.it) both of the parent and the child, in addition to the 
daily discharge of liability.  

 

2. The access to the track is just allowed to vehicles displaying the coupon that proves the payment 
of the rental and the signing of the disclaimer.  

 

Except for private events whose entry methods will be agreed with Vit Motorsport Srl, without 
prejudice to the mandatory obligation to fill in the liability discharge.  

 

3. It will be announced exclusively by the service staff when and which category can enter at each 
shift and who will have to be ready for the next session.  

 

4. The shifts, depending on the different categories or the various means, will have a minimum 
duration of 12 or 15 minutes. Whoever gets and miss the start of the shift indicated by the staff, will 
run according to the remaining minutes available for that shift.  

 

5. If your vehicle gets stopped during a shift for any reason, the driver must not remove the helmet 
but must take the vehicle and himself to the borders and out of the way, paying attention to the 
rest of the vehicles that are still on track. In case you are unable to move or to move the vehicle, 
report promptly to the service staff by waving.  
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6. It is strictly forbidden to carry out maintenance operations on the vehicles within the track, it is 
also forbidden to leave the vehicle in dangerous areas (escape routes, trajectories) even if the event 
of mechanical failure or accident, signal it by waving to the staff if you are unable to remove the 
vehicle from the middle of the track.  

In the event of a breakdown or cars crash, the shift will immediately be interrupted to remove the 
vehicles from the aforementioned areas.  

 

7. It is absolutey forbidden for people, carers or mechanics to enter the track while the shifts are 
running with vehicles on track. You can enter the track only if authorized by our service staff.  

 

8. The end of each round will be communicated with a checkered flag. One must get back at 
moderate speed by making a further slowdown lap after taking the flag.  

 

9. The exposition of flags on track mean:  

 

-Yellow flag: general danger on track, slow down immediately, pay maximum attention, do not 
overtake in the affected section by this warning.  

 

-Red flag: immediate interruption of the shift. Immediately slow down until you are riding as if 
walking by foot and go off the track with the appropriate exit lanes.  

 

ATTENTION this warning must be strictly respected for safety reasons.  

 

-Blue flag: immediately facilitate the overtaking of the following driver by takinf off the trajectory 
and gradually decreasing the speed.  

 

-Yellow flag: with orange stripes: slippery conditions on the track. Pay maximum attention in the 
marked section by decreasing the speed of the vehicle.  

 

10. Practice sessions are not races. Avoid that execessive competition desire turns out the cause of 
unpleasant and useless accidents or discussions, the mangement reserves the right to exclude from 



the shifts (without the reimbursement of any mount sent) anyone who keeps having an incorrect 
behaviour by doing zig-zags and not respecting the indicated rules.  

 

11. It is strictly forbidden to transfer the vehicle to people who have not completed the release form 
and made the ticket for an additional driver.  

Vit Motorsport srl 
 


